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Where do we stand?
 Current networks are becoming increasingly

complex characterized by:

1) growing network size (massive amount of interacting nodes)

uncertainty (random changes in the topology)
3) heterogeneity across applications/networks/devices.
2) high level of

 New requirements (low-latency, high reliability, scalability) + NEW applications: VR, SelfDriving vehicles, Drones, remote surgery, industry 4.0

Trends High frequency (mmwave, teraHz), ultra-densification, Cloud/Edge/Fog
•
•

Cloud is great but cannot afford to send an image to the cloud for processing [On device!]
Immersive AR/VR: Sending very high quality image/videos to have full experience requires high resolution, low
latency  requirements

are beyond SOTA/5G…….especially in large-scale VR

Current Solution:
•

Networking approaches are reactive, centrally-managed and one-size-ﬁt-all w/ centralized processing

Resources = power, bandwidth, antennas
Urgent need for low-latency, ultra-reliable, proactive wireless networks whereby the network fabric is dynamically
conﬁgured/adapted while provisioning bandwidth/storage/computing resources when/where needed the most + …..
virtualization, programmability etc.

Resources = power/bandwidth/antennas+storage/memory/computing

largely unexplored today
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ReactiveProactive Resource Management
Understand users’
behavior, demands,
location, etc

Leverage Context / big data/ machine
/ people / Social Demands /
interactions

Beyond 4G
Aka 5G

LTE/WiFi
Need a framework
that is context-aware,
assesses users’
current situation and
be anticipative by
predicting required
resources,
Anticipate
disruptions, and
preload the device’s
buffer

3) Precache at
SBS

4)
Why not use
”Important/popular”
nodes to offload traffic
+ D2D?

SBS-1

MBS
1) Prebuffer prior
to video stalling

2) - Obtain users’ context to steer
traffic over LTE and WiFi
- Anticipate users’ demands

SBS-2

Where/when/what to cache?

•Classical networking focused on PHY-layer aspects overlooking users’ contexts, user ties, relationships, proximity-based
services
• Traditional approaches unable to differentiate individual trafﬁc requests generated from each UE’s application => Ignore
devices’ “smartness”
A novel paradigm of predictive networking exploiting (big) data, contexts, people, machines, and things
 Context information includes users’ individual application set, QoS/QoE needs, social networks, devices’ hardware
characteristics, batter levels, etc
Q1 [Backhaul Aware Caching] Over a (predictive) time window which contents should SBSs pre-allocate? when (at which
time slot should it be pre-scheduled)? to which UEs ? And where in the network (location of files/BSs)?
Q2 [Proactive Caching] Leverage storage of mobile devices to precache contents before entering a tunnel or overloaded cell

Said otherwise, one can basically revisit all classical problems..

Reactive Proactive Edge Caching
Mobile video streaming accounts for 50% of mobile data traffic, with a 500X
increase by 2025.
2. Online social networks are the 2nd largest contributors to this traffic with an
almost 15% average share.
One way of dealing with this problem is via:
Deployment of small cell base stations => cost-inefficient + backhaul issues

1.

Zipf-Law

Need for proactive edge caching which:
exploits users' context information, in-network features to predict users'
demands, congestion levels, etc….[in advance!]
• Leverages users' social networks and D2D opportunities.
Proactively stores users' contents at the edge of the network
•

rare

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Better usage of backhaul (higher offloading gains)
Satisfy users‘ QoE + lower outages with same spectrum!!
Better resource utilization across time/space/frequency.
Lower latency + energy efficiency savings.

Rich literature but few open issues remain:
•
•
•
•
3.11.2017

Time varying content popularity
Hierarchical caching (C-RAN/fronthaul/backhaul requirements)
Fog/Edge computing & Mobility (not well investigated)
Open compute is emerging
CWC | Centre For Wireless Communications

popular
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Ultra-dense edge caching
Goal: Maximize caching while minimizing content replication

Long run average (LRA) cost function
LRA cost minimization under temporal dynamics: stochastic differential game (SDG)

popularity

time

Fokker-Planck- Kolmogorov (FPK) equation

HJB equation
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Simulation Results
Long run average cost

-36.92%
27.93%

Minimum obtained by an exhaustive search

H. Kim, J. Park, M. Bennis, S.-L Kim, M. Debbah, Ultra-Dense Edge Caching under SpatioTemporal Demand and Network Dynamics, ICC 2017.

Harnessing social networks & D2D
Yet another way of offloading traffic storing contents at users‘ terminals and harnessing D2D communications
for content dissemination.
•
The aim is to reduce the load of SBSs (and the backhaul load as a by-product).
•
By exploiting the interplay between users' social relationships/ties and their D2D proximity, each SBS can
track and learn the set of influential users from the underlying social graph, and store the files in the cache
of those influential users

If a user downloads a
content, what is the
likelihood that his “social
friend” will request the
same content?
Indian buffet process!

3.11.2017

Fundamental problems are:
1) Identification of influential users and
social communities
2) Popular contents per community
CWC | Centre For Wireless Communications
3) content placement
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M. ElBamby, et. Al. ”Proactive edge computing in latency-constrained Fog networks,” EuCNC’17, Oulu, Finland - https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.06749

Proactive Edge/Fog Computing
•
•

•
•

Fog computing is a promising approach to perform distributed, low-latency computation for supporting IoT
applications
Key enabler for low-latency and high-reliability (URLLC) applications, such as Virtual reality, Self-driving
vehicles, and many others.
Stitching communication, computing and caching (+intelligence)
At its core  Task offloading: locally at the Edge/Fog or remotely at the Cloud ?

UN u offloads
computing tasks to
cloudlet e
Tasks
arriving λu

Popular
task
vector

s e ce

Computing results are
proactively stored in the
cloudlet cache according
to cluster’s popular task
vector
cacheable tasks

Proactiveness
Baseline: recompute
every time

a non-cacheable task

A cluster of cloudlets and user nodes

Case study I: Proactive Caching computations

Stringent latency constraints =
shorter delay tails
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Fog Network Formation &
Task Distribution
Case study II : fog network formation & task
distribution
For a given fog node, how to smartly select the set of
neighboring
fog
nodes
providing
low-latency
computations?
• Minimize the maximum computating latency by
enabling a given fog node to form a suitable fog
network, under uncertainty on the arrival process of
neighboring fog nodes
• (online) decision making under uncertainty
we propose a new approach based on the
exploration/exploitation structure from the online ksecretary framework
Assumptions: Tasks arrive according to a Poisson
process / The transmission time is deterministic/
the latency of the transmission queue can be
modeled as an M/D/1 queue.

Fog Network Formation &
Task Distribution
• We determine 1) the set of neighboring fog nodes when they arrive online and 2)
the task distribution vector such that maximum computing latency is minimized
• Under such incomplete information, finding the optimal solution is challenging
 we seek an online, sub-optimal solution that is robust to uncertainty.

Several Tradeoffs:
- Computation
vs.
transmission latency
- Number of fog nodes
cannot be too large

G. Lee, W. Saad and M. Bennis, “An Online Secretary Framework for Fog Network Formation with Minimal Latency,” ICC 2017, Paris, France.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.05569
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Results

• Computational latency decreases when the number of neighboring fog nodes increases.
• The number of helpers is very important  tradeoff emerges
• Many weak helpers vs. few strong helpers?
 Can we get rid of the cloud? A.k.a dispersed networks
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C-F. Liu, M. Bennis, and H.V. Poor, “Latency and Reliability-Aware Task Offloading and Resource Allocation for Mobile Edge Computing,”
GLOBECOM 2017, Singapore. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.00590

Mobile edge computing + URLLC
•

•

MEC is a key 5G enabler for latency providing
latency guarantees in a network-wide
scenario is a challenging problem.
Fundamentally: given traffic arrival rates at
users, should the task be computed locally or
remotely?

– Local computing is great but incurs high power
consumption.
– Remote task offloading is great but incurs large
over the air transmission and computing delays.

System design
(i) Need a totally distributed solution while
smartly leveraging
the cloud +
GUARANTEES!
(ii) Clean slate design with Latency and reliability
constraints
Scheduling: Lyapunov optimization
Tails: Extreme value theory
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Mobile edge computing + URLLC

With MEC servers, tasks are executed
faster with smaller queuing time.
MEC architecture has less bound violation
events, i.e., higher reliability.

Leveraging EVT, the statistics of
the low-probability extreme queue
length can be characterized by a
general Pareto distribution (GPD).
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5G-V2X
Vehicle to Vehicle
Communication

Direct communication or
through infrastructure

Cloud

V2I

V2V
RSU helps vehicles discover
other nearby vehicles

RSU helps vehicles platoon

Types of Messages
•

•
•

DENMS (decentralized environment notification message) & CAM (cooperative awareness message)  In Europe
(USA), CAM 800 (300) bytes packet with repetition rate of 2 (10) Hz + maximum latency of 100 ms
METIS: 1600 bytes delivered in 5ms (10Hz) sent over a 10MHz safety channel
High-resolution map information can be exchanged among vehicles

Edge/Fog/Cloud enabled V2X
RSUs with MEC reduce latency
Edge/fog

Cloud

Control Plane

Data Plane

functionality split
(control & data
plane separation
Latency
Storage/computing

Mmwave-enabled V2V
•
•
•

Research around mmW comms. for the automative industry has gained
significant momentum in the last 12 months.
DSRC supports very low data rates (up to 27Mbps).
mmW comms in 60Ghz unlicensed band seem a viable approach for high
bandwidth connected vehicles.

 Need to tackle mmW specific transmission challenges:
mainlobe

•

•

•

Directionality steering needed
to avoid deafness (mainlobe vs.
sidelobe gains)
Beamwidth Selection
throughput.vs. alignment delay
trade-off
Effect of Blockage due to
surrounding vehicles

sidelobe

C. Perfecto, J. Del Ser and M. Bennis, "Millimeter-Wave V2V Communications: Distributed Association and Beam
Alignment," in IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 35, no. 9, pp. 2148-2162, Sept. 2017.

Mmwave-enabled V2V

Case A (Wide Beams)

Case B (Narrow Beams)

Mmwave-enabled V2V
•
•

Dynamic pairing
Optimized Beam

Baselines
• Fixed pairs
• Omnidirectional
antennas

C. Perfecto, et. al, “Beyond WYSIWYG: Sharing Contextual Sensing Data Through mmWave V2V Communications,”
EuCNC’17

Real-time High Definition Maps
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1704.07553

Need for real-time perception, communication with latency and reliability constraints

Autonomous Driving requires
Communication

Fully autonomous driving

Coming of

flood of

V2X Augmented Reality

Sensors including camera
gather and process data in
the order of Gbps

data
4x 8K
HD
cameras generate
215 Gbps!!

How much of this data needs to be
shared with peer vehicles?

Self-driving cars will
generate
over 4000
GB per day and each..

Cloud-enabled Driving
Cloud

no

Is path
safe?

Find safe
path

Have data
along path?

no

Request for
missing data

request
proposed
path

data

yes
alternate
path

Wireless AR/VR
• 5G killer application ? (ABI Research: total VR market US$65 billion by 2021)
• Overarching goal
generate a digital real-time experience to mimic the full
resolution of human perception.
– Humans can process an equivalent of nearly 5.2 Gpbs of sound and light (720 Megapixel for
horizontal and vertical FoV without head movement)

• Recreating every photon our eyes see, every small vibration our ears hear and other
cognitive aspects (e.g., touch, smell, etc.)
• New generation video formats (e.g., stereoscopic, 360, 8K), and higher frame rates
(90+fps) will push the limits of connectivity, bandwidth and latency.
• Harness advances in storage/memory, fog/edge computing, computer vision,
artificial intelligence and others
Processing will be intelligently split between
cloud-based 3D rendering, which requires low
network latency, and additional processing on the
untethered device to ensure high-quality visuals
at fixed low MTP latency.

Research avenues and scientific challenges for VR
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.05356

Wireless AR/VR
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field of view
Tiling
Perception
Frame per second
Modeling scenes
How many sensors per scene?

• Need to distinguish between single VR vs. collaborative/social VR. Latter benefits from multicasting.

• In collaborative VR, makes sense to share

the computation among devices.

Wireless AR/VR
Gaming arcade
A motion-to-photon (MTP) delay < 25 ms is required to avoid
motion sickness.
High data rate of 1 Gbps (or more) needed for a truly immersive VR
experience.

•
•
•

Multi-connectivity (MC) is an enabler for reliable transmission.
MmWave can provide such rates, but reliability is a concern due to
blockage and deafness.

•
•

‒

User reliability expressed as the ratio of users with an
average transmission delay below a delay threshold.

‒

Multiconnectivity (MC) ensures all users are within the
delay budget even with low number of servers.

‒

Reliability: how often transmission delay threshold (10
ms) is violated?  Higher number of servers leads to
lower delay violation.

‒

MC guarantees reliable
network conditions

service

delay

at

different
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Self-Backhauling w/ mmwave
Self-backhauling + full duplexing

Anchor-booster

Joint In-Band Backhauling and Interference Mitigation in 5G Heterogeneous Networks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cannot dig fiber-based backhaul everywhere! Major headache for
Telcos
Density and backhaul: key tradeoff
Self-backhauling: allow anchor BSs with wired backhauls to
provision wireless backhauling to BSs.
Challenges: NLOS, oxygen absorption, cell-edge users do not
benefit from mmwave
User association problem in UL and DL
Offloading to sub-6GHz bands when needed (low SNR)
Overcome Deafness, blockage problems in mmwave. => Exploit
context-awareness?

wearables

”Deafness”
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Inevitable Rise of the UAV
V2V









The number of UAVs will skyrocket
from few hundreds in 2015 to 230’000 in
2035
Gzillions of applications and use cases
Different types of aerial objects/systems,
LOS, BLOS
Includes drones, LAP, HAP, balloons,
quadcopters, etc
Airborne UE vs. Airborne BS
So many applications:
Communications, disaster management,
search and rescue, security, control etc
• Covering hotspots
• Adjustable altitude
• Potential Mobility
• Low infrastructure low cost
• Limited available energy for Drones

Smarter mobility
disaster

Coverage/capacity

Optimal

M. Mozaffari, et al, “Unmanned aerial vehicle with underlaid device-to-device communications: performance and tradeoffs,” IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications, 2016
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What’s up at 3GPP ?
•

3GPP started a SI on enhanced LTE support for aerial
vehicles in 3/2017 focusing on low altitude UAVs

– Connectivity requirements:
UAV

• Command and control w/ coverage,
reliability/latency constraints
• Data communication w/ data rates (video)
+ URLLC
– Coverage and interference issues
– Downtilting antennas via sidelobes
– UAVs can generate unwanted interference in the UL while
experiencing more interference in the DL. Notably for a large
number of UAVs

• Statistical ground-air wireless channel
are needed
–
–

models

Working assumption is to reuse 3GPP models for UAVs below BS
antenna height and free space at altitudes above BS antenna height.
Aerial UE identification

• Tilting
• height

5G/6G needs new tools
Control Theory
• Lyapunov
• Consensus
Random matrix theory
• Asymptotics
Stochastic optimization
• CSI/QSI uncertainties
Stochastic geometry
• BS/UE location

System-level simulations (SLS)
Captures many parameters yet lack
fundamental insights

5G+
Physics
• Interacting particles
• Mean field
• Quantum

Economics
Game theory (GT) & machine learning (ML) • Matching theory
• Decision making
• Pricing
• Big data analytics
• Supervised, non-supervised learning
• Reinforcement learning
• Deep/transfer learning
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Takeaways so far
• For 5G:
– Being

proactive

is not an option but a necessity.

– Massively dense as opposed to sparse networks.
– Resources are not limited to spectrum but also caching, computing

– Networks need to be software-defined and programmable

•

Buzz around URLLC for 5G to enable mission-critical applications, low-latency
and ultra-reliability

•

Yet current state-of-the-art is based on information theroretic works for point to
point links (w/ focus on PHY), or heuristics using Monte-Carlo simulations
lacking insights..

A clean-slate design of URLLC is sorely lacking

Let’s take a look…

Building the foundations of
Ultra-RELIABLE and Low-LATENCY Wireless
Communication
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Why URLLC?
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URLLC = TAIL + RISK + SCALE
•
•
•

Antennas, TTI, blocklength
Millions of devices
Untractability

Mean field

Game theory

Random matrix
theory

SCALE
Statistical physics

RISK

•
•
•
•

Dynamics
Uncertainty
Decision making
Robustness

URLLC

TAIL
Extreme value
theory

URLLC Slides Upon Request

Network
calculus

Large-deviation
Theory

•
•
•
•

Beyond averages
Beyond central-limit theorems
Focus on percentiles
Extreme and rare events

(wireless) AI on Edge
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Conclusions
• URLLC is one of the most important building blocks of 5G
and beyond..
• If successful, will digitize society, and enablers applications
unimaginable thus far
• Clearly more work is needed in terms of fundamentals and
system design.
• Solution lies in multidisciplinary research
• The journey continues..
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